
Let's Change the 
Assessment Paradigm

As you wait, jot down a 
question that you hope 
will be answered during 

this session. 



Speed (1994) Keanu Reeves.  Grossed $350.4 million on a $30 million budget.  



Pop Quiz Hot Shot
With someone near you, describe a time recently when 
you were evaluated. 
• Did you know that you were being evaluated? 
• Did you feel prepared? 
• Did you understand what you were being evaluated on? 
• Did you receive feedback about how you did? 
• Did you have a chance to offer your perspective or 

background information before or after the evaluation? 
• What did you learn from the process? 
• Did you receive a grade/number/label? 
• How did the process make you feel once it was 

completed?





Why Do We Hate Assessment?

TIME



CMP Model:



Tool To Save Time!





Why Assess?



Why Assess?
• To make instructional decisions. 

• To provide an opportunity for students to develop 

critical thinking skills and musical independence. 

• To provide meaningful feedback for the student 

• To show effectiveness of instruction and curriculum. 
• To collect evidence for stakeholders

Shaping Sound Musicians p. 71



The Assessment Process is Continuous
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A Different View Of This Journey

Outcome 

Strategy 

Assessment



Taking This Another Step…(step 1)
Summative 
(Did my 
students 
make it?) 
Start with 
your outcome 
as this IS the 
destination.  



Taking This Another Step… (step 2)

Diagnostic 
(Where are my 
students?)



Taking This Another Step…(step 3) 

Formative  
(Are my 
students on the 
path?) 
Every strategy you 
have is an 
ASSESSMENT. 



Kinesthetic 
Strategy

March Swim Lasso Chicken

Clap Hula Sleep Churn Butter

Punch Jump Jazz Hands Super Hero

March Swim Lasso



Who Does The Assessing?

•Teacher 
•Student 
•Peers

Draw a pie chart displaying the “ideal” ratio of who does the assessing. 
Draw a pie chart displaying “reality” in your classroom currently.



“Ten times a day something 
happens to me like this—
some strengthening throb 
of amazement—some good 
sweet empathic ping and 
swell. This is the first, the 
wildest and the wisest 
thing I know: that the soul 
exists and is built entirely 
out of attentiveness.” 
-Mary Oliver

Assessment Principle #1Pay Attention!



Assessments help to answer questions. But questions about 
what? What is the purpose of the assessment? What do we 
want to answer? Is a test the best way to get the information 
you desire?  Is a grade the best way to communicate what 
kids know? 

Assessment Principle #2 



Assessment Principle #3

Assessment is best done when students take 
ownership in the process.  Research shows 
that students are motivated by three things: 
Autonomy, Mastery and Purpose.



Display Artifacts Collected From Student Projects

• Paintings 
• Cartoons 
• Photos 
• Sculpture 
• Videos 
• PowerPoints 
• Games

• Dance 
• Compositions 
• Poetry 
• Acting 
• Writing 
• Research 
• Performing 



Student Journal Page Tip-Keep the writing space 
confined. 3X5 space.



Lesson Rubric



Teacher Created Worksheets & Guides



Venn Diagram
Venn Diagrams, T-
Charts, Mind Maps are 
all great tools to help 
students see 
connections and 
construct knowledge.



Listening 
Guides



Anticipation/ 
Reaction 
Guides



Final Project 
Choices
Giving students 
choices is powerful. 
The goal is to have 
the students show  
understanding of the 
subject matter, but 
they can choose how 
to show it.





Assessment Principle #4   - Grading inherently focuses  
on the extrinsic.

• Traditional grading can be light on description and 
heavy on comparison. 

• A single letter or number does not convey the 
complexities that it is meant to summarize. 

• Grades can be seen as “rewards”. Research shows 
that students focusing on the grade will take the 
easiest possible task to get it. 

• Research also shows kids will take less interest in 
any activity receiving a grade. 

• Research also shows students will think in a more 
superficial, shallow way.



What about grading???  





Gathering information does not require a 
test. 
Reporting information does not require a 
grade.





Assessment Principle #5

“Not everything 
important is 

measurable and not 
everything measurable 

is important.” 
-Albert Einstein



What Is In A Number? 
“Any aspect of learning (or life) that appears in numerical form 

seems reassuringly scientific; if the numbers are getting larger 
over time, we must be making progress. Concepts such as intrinsic 
motivation and intellectual exploration are difficult for some 
minds to grasp, whereas test scores, like sales figures or votes, can 
be calculated and tracked and used to define success and failure. 
Broadly speaking, it is easier to measure efficiency than 
effectiveness, easier to rate how well we’re doing something than 
to ask whether what we’re doing makes sense. Not everyone 
realizes that the process of coming to understand ideas in a 
classroom is not always linear or quantifiable - or, in fact, that 
measurable outcomes may be the least significant results of 
learning.” (Alfie Kohn)









Music Standards  Patrick Marsh and Prairie View MS Band

1. Individual Skills – Demonstrates appropriate skills and techniques 
in small group settings. 

2. Ensemble Skills - Demonstrates appropriate skills and techniques in 
large group settings.  

3. Imagination, Creativity, Composition, Improvisation and 
Innovation – Develop the powerful skills of divergent thinking. 

4. Literacy – Read, Write, Listen, Speak, and Think  
5. Analysis and Evaluation – Respond to music through analysis and 

evaluation. 
6. Connections – Demonstrate connections between art, cultures, 

history, community, and self.. 
7.  Building Myelin -  Demonstrate goal-oriented practice, practice 

strategies, and self-evaluation.



https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/0BxxzDacFOl0ibUhPYXRrV0lONDQ


Proposition….
• If parents understood their child’s growth and 

progress in clear terms, they might assume a 
greater role in their child’s learning. 

• If administrators and board members were 
provided multifaceted assessments of student 
learning, they might be better prepared to develop 
and monitor school policies and practices.



Proposition….
• If students are to become self-reliant; self 

directed, self assessing learners they must have 
the opportunity to practice self reliance, self 
assessment and self direction.

• If teachers had a tool for communicating specific 
and immediate feedback, effectively and 
efficiently, there be a greater probability for it.  



Online Rubric

https://docs.google.com/a/sunprairieschools.org/forms/d/153sSYqrdR41QZ89zrZzKsdQ2T899iJcosFkanSL1L08/edit


Google Sheet >  Add-ons > AutoCrat











Ask Yourself…
• Am I offering students any autonomy over how and 
when to do this work? 

• Does this assignment promote mastery by offering a 
novel, engaging task (as opposed to rote 
reformulation of something already covered in 
class?) 

• Do my students understand the purpose of this 
assignment? That is, can they see how doing this 
additional activity at home contributes to the larger 
enterprise in which the class is engaged?




